We extend term unification techniques used to type extensible records in order to solve the two main typing problems for modules in Standard ML: matching and sharing. We obtain a type system for modules baaed only on well known unification problems, modulo some equational theories we define. Our formalization is simple and has the elegance of polymorphic type disciplines based on unification.
Introduction
Building programs from modules can be safely done only if modules can be connected coherently.
The difficulty of module coherence checking depends on the complexity and power of the module system considered. The SML module system [5, 7] is, among the modular programming languages with decidable checking, the most expressive existing one. SML modules allow multiple but consistent views of the same module (sharing), and parametrization of a module (functors) by a module specification (signatures), and they can be typed statically.
Moreover, the module language itself is largely independent of the SML core language, and therefore provides a starting point to build module systems for many different programming languages.
Previous work on the static semantics of SML modules had been based on special-purpose term algebras to represent modules and on specific and complex static semantic notions [3, 7, 6 ], or does not address sharing nor multiple views of modules [4] . imposed on inferred types in order to reject defective signatures.
In our system, these conditions are ensured directly by the unification process.
We adapt the algebra of extensible record types proposed by R6my [8, 10] to encode the types of modular objects, and extend its equational theory to perform unification on the terms obtained.
The two main problems in module checking -matching a structure against a signature; finding types for signatures containing sharing constraints -are then expressed as unification problems modulo certain equational theories. We show that both problems have a principal solution whenever they have a solution.
We then reformulate the module checking problem as a type system using these results. For this type system, we easily obtain a result on principal signatures, the equivalent of the principal type result for the ML core language. Finally, we
show that principal signatures are no more than principal solutions for the problem of typing a signature by unification.
We start by presenting an overview of the typing problems related to SML modules. In section 3 we present the module language.
In section 4 we discuss the analogies between record types and modules and present R&my's extensible records and our language of module types.
In the next two sections we give our solutions for the mat thing and the sharing problems.
In section 7 we present a type system for modules and results on principality, consistency and defective signatures. 
Consistency
As SML allows having different views of the same structure, solving sharing constraints cannot be done by classical unification~but instead by a process i dent ifying stamps in components.
Indeed, some kind of con- sharing a given stamp must be also verified. From now on, we omit value and type components from module representations and concentrate only on sub-structure components and stamps.
We justify this choice in the next section.
The weakest condition we can request on module consistency is that all the structures sharing the same stamp have the same stamp on their common components. Consistency can be easily preserved by the pruning process of signature constraint, as there is no need to create nor to destroy sharing when constraining a structure.
In contrast, solving sharing does need to verify that consistency is preserved while performing stamp identification. This is not straightforward. Consider the signature P of figure 3. It has a sharing constraint between a structure M and the structure S1 described in figure 1. There, S' is a constrained view (without the sub-structure A) of S . On the other hand, M has an A component.
In spite of the fact that S does not appear in the sharing constraint, one must look at it while solving the sharing, and, in general, we must look at any structure sharing a stamp with M or S. Otherwise, a naive solution will lead to an inconsistent assembly of structures, and then to an incorrect signature, as in figure 4. The structure M* is obtained from M by solving the sharing between M and S in a local way, only looking at these two structures.
The result is in- figure   5 and their corresponding" types" in figure 6. We call @-the type of@ before solving the sharing constraint, and El its type after solving it. This latter is ill-formed since the bound stamp z is under the free stamp p. Since there is no other structure than E having a stamp p and also an A component, it is impossible to match the result signature @ wit h any existing structure, and even to create a new structure able to match it. In section 7.4 we show how our type rules fail in assigning a type to @.
The second global condition is covering.
We introduced it using the examples in figures 7 and 8. The signature fl in figure 8 is well-formed but will never match any real structure. The reason is that no structure having the stamp m can have a sub-structure B on it: the structure Cl where m comes from was originally The matching and sharing problems can be studied in a simplified language where modules contain only stamps Record terms are very general and admit many concret e signature of symbols. In our version above, we simply add stamps and write some symbols differently to be closer to the module terminology.
The structure constructor Lemma 
